On-chip oligonucleotide ligation assay using one-dimensional microfluidic beads array for the detection of low-abundant DNA point mutations.
The detection of low-abundant DNA point mutations is very important for the early prediction of cancer, diagnostics of disease and clinical prognosis. In this paper, an on-chip oligonucleotide ligation approach that arrayed a series of functionalized beads in a single microfluidic channel was described for detection of low-abundant point mutations in p53 gene. This gene carried the point mutation with high diagnostic value for assessment of tumor progression and resectional borders. This work extended our prior efforts using one-dimensional (1-D) microfluidic beads array for protein and nucleic acid molecular profiling, and displayed high discrimination sensitivity to mutations detection due to the enhanced mass transport capability caused by microfluidic addressing format of beads array. As a demonstration, it was found that the on-chip beads ligation held high mutation discrimination sensitivity in 1 pM quantities at a SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) >2 using synthesized DNA oligonucleotides in accordance with target fragment. The RT-PCR products of tumor cell line A549, CNE2 and SKBr-3 were further examined to distinguish the point mutation at codon 175 of p53 gene. This approach was capable of detecting a point mutation in a p53 oncogene at a level of 1 mutant in 1000 wild-type sequences using PCR products without the need of LDR amplification. Additionally, this on-chip beads ligation approach also displayed other microfluidic-based advantages of simple handling (one sample injection per test), little reagent quantities, and low potential of contaminations.